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ABSTRACT

Contributor turnover leads to knowledge loss in OSS
projects. The structure of the OSS community is transient in
nature, yet continual maintenance of OSS projects is
required for their sustainability. Even though knowledge
creation and sharing is abundant, knowledge is not evenly
distributed among contributors. Only a small subset of
contributors called core members make major code
contributions in OSS projects. It is costly for a contributor
to maintain code from other contributors on the project and
to seek out assistance and information required, resulting in
productivity loss. Knowledge retention mechanisms, we
suggest, could be improved in OSS projects. The objective
of our work is to integrate the concept of knowledge
retention in OSS projects. The challenge is how to apply
concepts of knowledge management in such a dynamic
community with a transient workforce.
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INTRODUCTION

Our topic of research is knowledge loss in Open Source
Software (OSS). A survey in 2015 reported that nearly 66%
of companies incorporate OSS with the commercial
software [18]. The qualities of OSS such as freedom to use,
change, and redistribute [1] with the applicable restrictions
based on the license agreement [19], has made it a critical
element of software industry.
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Knowledge loss in OSS projects is not an extensively
explored area but is vital for the sustainability of OSS
projects. After completing the literature review, at this stage
am well prepared to test out my ideas.
Evolution of a FLOSS project, result in dynamic transient
teams of contributors who are constantly joining, leaving,
or changing their role in the project. The phenomenon of
resources joining and leaving is referred to as turnover [6].
Turnover leads to knowledge loss in OSS projects [17]. In
many large OSS projects, a high turnover have been
observed leading to the formation of the succeeding
development teams [17]. In order to continue with the
software development tasks succeeding development teams
require knowledge about the developed source code. The
author of the source code has a strong relationship with the
authored code. When the author of the code leaves the
project and her code is abandoned, software development
can halt due to knowledge loss [16]. Knowledge loss is a
threat to the sustainability of OSS projects.
The objective of this research is to introduce proactive
knowledge exchange mechanisms in the OSS projects for
knowledge retention. Currently the knowledge acquired in
OSS project communities is reactive in nature and through
asynchronous communication such as mailing lists, blogs,
discussion forums, and Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Our
focus is on how to facilitate a more uniform distribution of
knowledge in the OSS projects.
The following section provides details on the literature
relevant to knowledge loss phenomenon. We conclude
literature section with two broad questions followed by the
section relating to the research methodology, which is still
at an infancy stage. The contribution sections lists the
expected outcomes and benefits of this work to the
scientific community.
RELATED LITERATURE

Knowledge in this work is driven from information [3] and
accumulates with individual’s experience, evolving through
communication and inference [21]. Knowledge is classified
into two types, explicit and tacit: explicit knowledge is
formalised and documented while tacit knowledge is based
on interactions [8]. Contributors in OSS can take time to
become productive [22]. The time required to learn the

Figure 1. Mind map of related literature on OSS knowledge loss [15]

inner workings of the project, when experienced contributor
leaves, causes productivity loss [9]. The structure of the
OSS community is transient in nature with the participating
contributors as volunteers and sometimes as paid
contributors. The volunteers participate in OSS projects to
learn new skills, contribute code and build a reputation
within the OSS community that may benefit them in the
future career opportunities [2]. The development in OSS
continues in independent, self-assigned, and in parallel
streams without much coordination due to geographical
dispersion [11]. Mostly volunteers participate in community
based projects [10].

Knowledge sharing is through technology-mediated
channels where knowledge is stored in code repositories,
projects websites, blogs, bug reporting, and bug tracking
databases, and mailing lists. Gamification [20], social
media sites such as GitHub1 for coding, StackExchange2
and StackOverflow3 network, play an important role in OSS
projects [15]. Even though knowledge sharing on the OSS
project is abundant, there is no mechanism to articulate the
undocumented knowledge confined to a person. The
mechanism of enabling and embedding the knowledge in an
organisation is achieved through Knowledge Retention
(KR). KR is essential for the sustainable performance of an
organisation [4].

A small subset of contributors called core members make
major code contributions (80%) [12]. When knowledge
distribution is among a small group of contributors, one
contributor leaving can cause considerable loss of system
files in OSS projects [5]. The code that is abandoned is
argued to increase the numbers of reported defects as well
[14]. The maintenance of abandoned code is difficult
because of knowledge lacking on the code creation and
structure [5, 7].

The above details on the problem of knowledge loss in OSS
projects are captured in a mind map in Figure 1 [15].The
above discussion leads to the formulation of two main
research questions, expected to evolve in the future [15].

The resolution to knowledge loss in OSS projects is by
Knowledge Management (KM). Two KM activities such as
knowledge creation and knowledge sharing are evident in
OSS projects. Knowledge creation can be related to the
process of knowledge creation described by the four modes
of knowledge conversion: Socialisation, Externalisation,
Internalisation, and Combination are coined as SECI [13].
Socialization, which is from tacit to tacit knowledge,
Externalization which is from tacit to explicit knowledge,
Combination of explicit to explicit knowledge and
Internalization which is from explicit to tacit knowledge. In
SECI, knowledge is created from socialization among
project members. This knowledge is made explicit or
documented through externalization. This explicit
knowledge is integrated with the existing explicit
knowledge through combination. The explicit knowledge
when acquired by an individual is again converted to tacit
knowledge by internalization.

RQ1. Which knowledge management practices enable an
effective knowledge management strategy for OSS
projects?

The first question will identify the effective KM practices
that can be applied to OSS projects. The challenge will be
adapting the practices to suit the needs of dynamic structure
in OSS communities.

Once the practices are assessed for their suitability to OSS
communities, the next step will be their integration within
the working structure OSS projects.
RQ2. How to integrate knowledge management practices
with established work practices in OSS projects?
In FLOSS projects, contributors are under no obligation to
notify the project community when they leave. The
mechanisms of knowledge retention in an organisation are
more reactive in nature, triggered when an employee is
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leaving. Conversely, in FLOSS, it is not certain when a
contributor will leave; therefore, a proactive approach to
retain knowledge is required. Further, the main
consideration is to introduce mechanisms that are nonintrusive and do not cause an overhead that reflects on the
project’s productivity.
In order for the KR process to be operational in FLOSS,
Tacit knowledge, also known as informal knowledge, has to
be converted to explicit knowledge. In the OSS
communities, tacit knowledge is acquired through
socialization on technology-mediated channels. The tacit
knowledge must be converted to explicit knowledge and
integrated into the existing explicit knowledge repository to
minimise knowledge loss in FLOSS. The creation of
knowledge is an ongoing process and therefore the retention
mechanism has to be effective.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

OSS projects have an open access to source code, mailing
lists, blogs, discussion forums and bug reporting tools. In
this research the real-time data will be used along with
intensive engagement with OSS projects communities. The
focus will be to improve the mechanism of KR and to
formulate techniques to examine and report on KR health
on OSS projects. The validation will be carried out by
involving OSS communities. The research methodology is
yet to be elaborated but various alternatives are under
consideration at the present time. The milestone of
designing a research methodology is expected to be
complete by the end of October 2017.
CONTRIBUTIONS

The main contributions to the scientific community are:





The integration of KM processes in OSS projects
leading to the formulation of KR practices in OSS
projects.
This research focuses on techniques that will
promote a more uniform distribution of
knowledge in OSS communities, further
encouraging a healthy environment for knowledge
exchange.
If successful in developing a valid technique for
evaluating KR on OSS projects, commercial
organisations might employ such vehicles in order
to assess the health of OSS projects as a mean to
improving OSS selection decisions.
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